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As the international film community prepared to head to Cannes'

Marche du Filn 20L2, we asked L2 leadng players six key questions
about the state of our industry, Here's what they had to say,,

Henry Beattie

Acquisitions Manager
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the foreseeable
future, lthink it's of key impodance,
in terms of establishing working
relationships, to meet sellers and
producers face to face, and it's
a way or building up personal
networks, Not to mention the fact
that the hothouse atmosphere of
a festival means that buzz can
Yes, certainly for

build up overnight around cedain
films or scrlpts, ensuring that
deals get done quickl5z
How do you navigate the
inereasing amount of content
available at markets, and do
you think anything needs to be
done to address content levels?
l'm inclined to think that it's our
job as buyers to silt through
the mass of content avaiiable
and so we shouldn't complain
about an excess of that, For
me, this job has always been
about helpino interestinq voices
to be heard and making films
available to the widest possible
audience, so a greater volume
of content just means ihat
we have to be more selective,
lf it means that, ultimatel',4 a
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more diverse range of films are

reaching audiences, then it can
be only be a good thing,
What do you think are the

biggest issues facing the
industry as it heads to

l'm

a big fan of FesiivalScope,
but I wouldn't say that either

the festival awards equate to
added box office,

it or Cinando were brlnging all

www,sodapictures,com

the benefits of film festivals
online, nor do I think that's their
intention, I see them as more of

Cannes 2012?
From an independent
d istributols perspective, broadly
speaking the most important
issue is the question of the
internet and how to monetise
the huge grow.th in consumption

a catch-up service, covering
the smaller festivals that I don't
attend and making my schedule

of films onllne, We are dealing

because of the immediacy of
services such as FestivalScope,
It's just the technology of
sending screeners that rs
evolving, not the actual markets,
How is Cannes a different market
to others on the international

with the consequent decline
of DVD as a siqnificant source
of revenue and the emergence
of various VoD platforms as a
potential replacement for that, lt
remains to be seen in the UK at
least what the long-term lmpact
of these changes will be,
www, m o m e ntu m p i ctu re s,c o,u k /
www.alli ancefi I ms.com
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Fra nces

Harvey
Acquisitions & Content
Manage6 Soda Pictures

more efficient at those I do
attend, I certainly see more films
now that previously I wouldn't

have requested screeners

of,

calenda6 and do you approach

each one differently?
It's probably the busiest in
terms of meetings and the
whole company attends, so
that also slightly changes the
dynamic from other festivals, For
acquisitions we approach each
festival depending on what we
need [or don't need] at the time,
but generally our approach for
Berlin, Cannes and Toronto is

the same,
With tools like

What value do festival

FestivalScope

awards bring to projects you
are interested in or already
involved with?
They inflate the sales agent's
price for the filml They're

and Cl'nando
now bringing
all the benefits
of film festivals
online, how do

you see markets evolving in line
with this digital evolution?

certainly important within

the industry but in terms of
distribution, I don't think any of

David Wilkinson
Chairman, Guerilla Films Ltd
With tools like

FestivalScope

and Cinando
now bringing
all the
benefits of
film festivals
online, how do you see
markets evolving in line with
this digital evolution?
lnterestingly I do know other
distributors not go'ng lo Cannes
this year as they can see what
is on offer without attending,
Needless to say they are very
small companies, like mine, but
with funds so tight why go for
films that are never going to be
subject to a bldding war Cannes
is more about being seen for the
smaller player such as me,
How do you navigate the

increasing amount of content
available at markets, and
do you think anything needs
to be done to address

content levels?
I am also chairman of the online
company Distrify so we are
helping to get those films to
market. It is an ever-growing
problem. The assumption for
many on the fringes of the

business is ihat, wiih so many

wwwmovrescopemag,com
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of change, Any new technology
is inevitably greeted by fear
and suspicion, then a period
of courtship, until settling down
to a symbiotic coexistence that
financially benefits all involved, Our
industry must be more flexible, be
open to change, but take care not
to blindly jump on board the latest
trend for the sake of it, At 7&7, we
are not afraid of change, so long
as it's in the right directionl
vvvtw,TandT,co,uk

Nannette
Holliday
Director of Marketing,

Eureka Entedainment UK

industry as it heads to
Cannes 2012?
At present there are three main
issues that we face: piracy
the economrT and product and
marketing. With a much tighter
economy consumers are spending
less today lf they do spend, they
are becoming more prudent in
their spending, Marketing of our
products is also becoming more
difiicultr there are more products
for consumers to choose from,
For smaller niche companies like
Eureka Entertainment, we are lucky
to be able to offer our Masters
of Cinema series of high-quality
digital classics, providing us with a
special market outside of the bigger
companies' mainstream titles,
www,e u re k avi d e o.co.u
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With tools like

FestivalScope

and Cinando
now bringing
all the

Jason \fVood
Director of Programming,
Curzon Cinemas

benefits of
film festivals
online, how do you see markets
evolving in line with this

digital evolution?
These are excellent tools to
pr€pare for these actual events,
Good preparation is key to
success. We use these tools at
Eureka Entertainment to allow our
staff to view and compare available
tra lers and even full {eatures, so
they can comment prior to the
market, This enables us io quickly
hone in on the products that
interest us at the market without
wastinq precious time,
How do you navigate the

increasing amount of content
available at markets, and do you
think anything needs to be done
to address content levels?
Not all of the current content
available at markets is available
online, Having more content
available online prior to the
event helps considerably with
market planning and usually
earlier acquisition, Especially
as all members of Eureka
Entertainment can have input
into the full range available;
this provides a better end user
demographic opinion.
What do you think are the
biggest issues facing the
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Will it remain

important to
personally
attend film
markets like
Cannes,
and why?
I think it is essential to continue to
attend film markets and festivals
personalhT The experience of
seeing a film on a big screen with
an audience-even if comprised
of industry colleagues and
competitors-cannot be beaten,
and acts as an important gauge
as to how the film plays, There is
also the one to-one interaction
with sales agents, producers and
also filmmakers to be considered,
Relationships are a tremendous
part of the film business,
How is Cannes a different market
to others on the international
calenda6 and do you approach

each one differently?
Cannes is cedainlythe ongest
and the most stressful, lt is the
market where the most appropriate
product is likely to be available for
Curzon / Artificial Eye, given that
we are an art-house / auteur led
organisation, Because it has such
prominence for us, the pressure
to stay ahead of our competitors
and make sure we are at the

right screenings can become
quite intense, The sheer wealth of
material both in the festival and
the market means that there is
barely time during the festival to
take pause for breath, lt is also the
festival where the best directors
showcase their work and so,
despite the pressure, you are likely
to see a work ihat may just affirm
your faith in the power of film,
What value do festival
awards bring to proiects you

are interested in or already
involved with?
0f the festivals, prizes at Berlin
have a cedain marquee vaiue-A
Separation, Katalin Varga and
The Turin Horse are all projects
where those accolades have or
will be used as a key part of the
marketing, lt is still the Cannes
Palme d'Or, however that has the
greatest value to film companies
and audience members who
consider themselves to be
inierested in world or specialised
cinema, The Palme d'Or can allow
films that might ordinarily struggle
to get a release in the UK secure
one, and then go on to achieve
respectable box-off ice numbers,
0f recent Artificial Eye / Curzon
titles, fhe White Ribbon, The
C/ass and Four Months, Three
Weeks and Two Days enjoyed

increased media coverage, kudos
and box office by winning the
biggest prize at Cannes,

to all international industry evenis
but it's particularly important at
Cannes where there are so many
opportunities and distractionsl
How do you navigate the
increasing amount of content
available at markets, and do you
think anything needs to be done
to address content levels?
It's crucial to remain as informed
as possible of what's coming up
and to try to find out about work
being produced under the radar:
Traditional territorial distribution
opportunities for independent
films are shrinkingr digital screens
and online distribution offer
new ways of releasing films and
growing specialised audiences
around the world.
European film agencies and
governments have a tendencyto
prioritise public investment into
production rather than distribution,
This must change, with a higher
percentage of funding going
towards developing international
audiences and market for the
distribution of independent
films, Digital distribution models
such as From Britain with Love
lwvvw.f ro
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illustrate the unique opporlunities
technology offers to grow
audiences and the markets for
smaller quality indie films,

What do you think are the

biggest issues facing the
industry as it heads to

wvwv,cu rzo n c i n e ma s,co m

Cannes 2012?

Sarah
McKenzie

The cha{lenge of monetising
distribution returns for
reinvestment within ihe
independent film industry
vwvw, c re at ive s creenassoclates com

Managing Directorl
Creative Screen Associates
How is Cannes
a different
market to
others on the

international
calendar and
do you approach
each one differently?
No other festival or market
has the breadth of industry
representation {rom across
the globe. lt is crucial to be
very focused to achieve one's
objectives at Cannes, This applies

Brian Levine
CE0 Delacheroy Films
With tools like

FestivalScope
and Cinando
now bringing
all the

benefits of
film festivals
online, how do you see markets
evolving in line with this

digital evolution?
Until film markets become like

stock exchanges lthink we'll

www.moMescopemag,com
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always need physical film
markets, Online screeners and
trailers are great and a very
useful tool for buyers and sellers
but I suspect the vast majority of
actual deals will still continue to
be done in person,
How do you navigate the
increasing amount of content
available at markets, and do
you think anything needs to be
done to address content levels?
We don't need gatekeepers; we
need good stories, well told, that
people want to see,
What value do festival
awards bring to projects you

are interested in or already
involved with?
There's been an explosion
of festivals and sometimes it
feels like there are nearly as
many festivals as there are
films, The FIAPF list tF6d6ration
lnternationale des Associations
de Producteurs de Filmsl is
actually a very short list of the
'top'festivals and an award from
one of these is very prestigious
and beneficial to any project,
www,delacheroy,com

Susan Douqlas
{

ProduceI
Double D Productions
Will

it remain

importarrt

to

personally

attend film
markets like
Cannes,

and why?
Absolutely importantr since jts
inception in 1939, Cannes has
remained the centre of the universe
for fllmmakers, Showcasing
new releases, selling, buying,
promoting, deal making aside,
there is no substitute to exposure
to the woddwide filmmaking
community at large, essential to
further communication,
collaboration and understanding
of each country's processing on
film production and delivery

What value do festival awards
bring to projects you are interested

in or already involved with?
Firstly a sense of achievement;

the blood, sweat and tears was
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worth itl A sustenance and
encouragement to rely on the
senses we are given to {ight
the fight, and continue on with
future projects that may be given
the thumbs down by others,
when one's gut is speaking
a contrary sense to continue,
They also give a certain validity
to the skills of the production
company/producer: paving the
way to the easier access to soft
and hard funding,
What do you think are the

biggest issues facing the
industry as it heads to
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to address content levels?
Market forces should correct that,
except in some instances where
public funding is involved and

there are different considerations
for them, but they should still
listen to what the market wants,
As far as navigating, it puts a
premium on who presents the
film, be that the sales agent,
producer or director You need
some of kind of validation to

stand out in the market,
What value do festival

Cannes 2012?
The main issue facing the
industry is the funding required
to deliver the films for a buoyant
industry ln spite of tax credits,
becoming more profuse in many
countries, encouraging us all in,
the fluctuations in the monetary
systems can discourage the
exchange of commerce, resulting
in stagnancy
wwwd

think anything needs to be done
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Andrew 0rr
Managing Directo[
lndependent Film

How is Cannes
a different
market to

others on the
international
calendari
and do you

approach each one differently?
Cannes is the big one as you
have all types of buyers in
attendance: a11-house, studio
level, DVD & W Plus you have a
lot of the industry in attendance:
producers, talent, agents, and
financiers, AFM is good for
meeting buyers but is becoming
an increasingly difficult place
to screen finished films and it
seems to get shorter every yeal
so we tend to focus on meetings
and showing footage/promos,
Berlirx.is becoming as important
as European buyers come in
large teams so it's good for
screenings and meetings,
How do you navigate the
increasing amount of content
available at markets, and do you

awards bring to projects you
are interested in or already
involved with?
lf you have an art-house film
then awards are very important
although hopefullyyou will have
sold the film before the awards are
announced, The important thing
for us is to get the film into a major
festival as, without that, it is very
difficult to sell the film as a quality
art-house film, l{ a filmmaker is
making an art-house film then
they should be thinking about
their festival strategy from an early
stage and how realistic it isl Not
everyone can get into Cannesl
www
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James Atherton
Managing Director:
Ouickfire Films Ltd

Will it remain

important to
personally
attend film
markets like
Cannes,

and why?
The industry is, and will remain for
some time, strongly internationally
driven, The nature of any
business is also such that most
companies will prefer to transact
with people and companies they
know and have done business
with before. Markets provide a
useful nexus for people working
thousands of miles apart to meet
in person and establish the
groundwork for future deals,
How is Cannes a different market
to others on the international
calenda6 and do you approach
each one differently?

approach most markets
differently-each of the major
{ilm markets has different
strengths, Cannes is easily the
best attended one, and remains
crucial for meetings [in pleasant
weather, tool, lt's also the last
We

proper market before September

which makes any sales push
crucial, Toronto and Sundance
are great for meeting North
American counterparts, and to
screen finished products for
acquisition, Berlin provides a
bit of everything, and is very
independent friendly while the
AFM is a market unattached to
a lestival and so is therefore

often less suitable for
launching a film,
What do you think are the

biggest issues facing the
industry as it heads to
Cannes 2012?
still need to assess the
true value of new media,
especiallyVoD and SVoD, to
the independent film world,
The lack of published metrics
is a problem here, making
meaningful comparisons among
projects complex, On the other
hand, howevet new media
is generally recognised as a
viable revenue source which
filmmakers and agents can rely
upon for revenues,
Another core issue has
We

been, and remains, oversupply

of product in a limited market:
too many films compete for
the same slots, and too many
resources are expended
making below-par movies
without a clear audience in
mind. lnvestment in movies
should focus on commerciality
and internaiional viability and
hopefully this will bring fewer,
better films to market and, as a
result, create a pool of happier

equity investors,
www.q
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Visit moviescopemagcom to read
the complete answers from atl
of our lndustry Snapshot 2012
feature contributors.
For information on Festivalscope,
visit www.festivalscopecom, and
for information on Cinando visit
www,cinando,com
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